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BIZARRE BUT TRUE
Posted by helen - 14 Jun 2012 13:56
_____________________________________

Hi all

Comments please....

My spine is now a burning tourniquet, cramping and wrenching my muscles throughout my body, face
and head. Even though I do very little, my attacks are every couple of days. Apologies for being a
cry-baby, but finding this very hard to cope with.

Best wishes

Helen

============================================================================

Re: BIZARRE BUT TRUE
Posted by 22bad4u - 09 Sep 2012 22:36
_____________________________________

Helen hi your not being a cry-baby, I'm 17yrs down the line and every day has been a struggle without
respite. (ex Soldier so have a fight thru attitude to all this but after 17yrs it's worn me very thin) an only
this March 2012, that I discovered Arachnoiditis and at no point has anyone ever mentioned this to me,
only my own researching and doggedness have I found out about it and have finally an MRI since 1995
tomorrow 10th Sept 2012.  so hoping at least confirmation and how far gone my condition is, albeit 
there's no cure but will  help me get better management of the condition an not be stuck in this  grey
area &quot;lower back pain syndrome the military seem to tar people with&quot;.

I do hope you get some respite and relief.

Regards

22bad4u

============================================================================
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Re: BIZARRE BUT TRUE
Posted by helen - 10 Sep 2012 09:40
_____________________________________

Hi 22bad4u

Thanks for your message and sorry to hear your story. The DENIAL out there is so strong, we've paid
our dues (and most of us are still paying....) and we get treated like the enemy! Wish you all the best for
your MRI and hope you get a reputable Radiologist.

Best wishes Helen

============================================================================

Re: BIZARRE BUT TRUE
Posted by 22bad4u - 10 Sep 2012 22:50
_____________________________________

Hi Helen,  Well I survived my adventure out to my MRI, 50 mile round trip an now have raging sciatica
permiating down right leg an an throbbing beginnings on the left I just hope to hell they both don't go to
full on assault manovers to the ankles. 1st line of defence initated an med to the hilt... So into the breach
an on till morning an see what comes out the other end.  it's days 3 an 4 when it really hits hardest with
me,   Still smiling nn.....
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